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 We’re not on the money…

Sorry! Unfortunately the page you’re looking for could not be found. This means that it has been deleted, or moved to another location.

Return to our homepage

 

If this looks like a good place to advertise your fundraising product or service, we think so too. Let us know.
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Monthly focus - fundraising with AI 

Supported by Dataro



19 Mar 2024 in News

Spotlight on AI: common concerns examined



13 Mar 2024 in News

Breast Cancer Now uses AI photos to convey hope



13 Mar 2024 in News

How AI can help fundraisers – & how to ensure you're ready to get the best from it



11 Mar 2024 in Blogs

AI – a golden future for fundraising
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Stay ahead of the curve

Join thousands of other top UK fundraisers by registering for our newsletter to get all the latest news, advice and opinion from the world of fundraising.
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